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This paper deals with the simulation of steady flows in tur-
bomachinery. Two approaches are proposed, the first one is
the classical multiple-rotating frame method (MRF) by multi-
zone approach where the different zones are separated by non-
overlapping interfaces and solved independently. Since each
zone is loaded separately, a transferring system should be prop-
erly implemented at the interface boundaries. Two techniques
are considered, in the first one the conservative variables are in-
terpolated between zones while in the second one the fluxes are
transferred through the interfaces.
The other proposed approach is a new version of the MRF
using a virtual interface (VMRF). This is a simplified of the pre-
vious one where the interfaces are created virtually at the solver
level, rendering the method easy to implement especially for
edge-based numerical schemes, and avoiding any re-meshing in
case one needs to change interface position, shape or simply re-
move or add new one. Finally, numerical tests are performed to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed methods by compari-
son with commercial codes (ANSYS FLUENT).
INTRODUCTION
Accurate and cost effective simulation of vortex flow caused
by fixed and rotating frames interaction is one of the major prob-
lems widely studied in turbomachinery. Such machines are ex-
tensively used in many industries including aerospace [1, 2], au-
∗ASME Member.
tomotive [3], ventilation [4], power generation, chemical manu-
facturing [5], petroleum exploration [6] and others. This demon-
strates the importance of turbomachines optimal design which
should be based on a realistic flow simulation. Many techniques
to simulate rotating effect have been developed in the litera-
ture including the single rotating frame method, multiple rotating
frame method, sliding surface method and so on. The multiple
rotating frame (MRF) technique [7] is one of the mostly used for
steady flows simulation. The technique consists of creating an
interface between rotating and static parts of the geometry, then
solve the Navier-Stokes equations in a relative frame (associated
to the rotating part) and in a stationary frame. Information is
transferred through the interface. Such a method is not easy to
implement; first of all you need to create the interface at the CAD
level which is not always an easy task, in particular for strongly
connected rotating and static parts.Then we need to use a mesher
capable to mesh more than one sub-domain.
Apart from geometrical manipulation, the interface has no
physical existence but created for a numerical simulation consid-
erations. Two different set of equations (in stationary and rotat-
ing frame) are solved at both sides of the interface, so its position
will affect the results and convergence [8]. The optimal position
is unfortunately not trivial and could not be accurately defined
a before running the simulation. So we may need to adjust the
position of the interface at the CAD level and remesh the do-
main many times. Finally a suitable boundary condition at the
interface should be imposed. To simplify this method, we pro-
pose in this paper a simplified approach, we refer to it by VMRF
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(virtual multiple rotating frame), where the interfaces are cre-
ated virtually at the solver level rendering the method easier to
implement, especially for edge-based numerical schemes. Both
methods VMRF and the classical MRF (multizones MRF, us-
ing a multizone approach) are implemented in BBIPED (Bcam-
Baltogar industrial platform for engineering design), a CFD plat-
form being developed using open source SALOME (grid gener-
ator) [9] and SU2 (CFD solver) [10] as basis. Numerical tests are
performed and results of both methods and commercial codes are
compared.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The averaged equations governing three dimensional com-
pressible inviscid flow are formulated relative to a Cartesian
(x1,x2,x3) coordinate system, over a fixed volume V with a








Fα(Q)nα dS for α = 1, 2, 3 (1)
where the summation convention is employed and n =
(n1,n2,n3) denotes the unit outward normal vector to S . In this
equation, the conservative variables Q and the inviscid flux vec-
















where ρ and p denote the averaged density and pressure of
the fluid respectively and E = e+ 12 (uα uα) is the total energy per
unit mass, with e being the internal energy per unit mass for the
fluid, uα is the averaged velocity of the fluid in direction xα and
δαi is the Kronecker delta.
The equation set is closed by the addition of the ideal gas
equation of state (i.e. p = ρ(γ − 1)e, where ρ is the density
and γ is the ratio of specific heats). Steady state solutions of the
resulting equation set are defined in a fixed spatial computational
domain Ω.
NUMERICAL DISCRETISATION
On the generated consistent hybrid primal mesh, nodes are
located at the vertices of the elements and the spatial discretisa-
tion of equation (1) is accomplished by using a cell vertex finite
volume method [11]. This requires the construction of a dual
mesh, in which each cell is associated with a single node of the
primal mesh. For those regions in which the primal mesh consists
only of isotropic tetrahedral cells, a median dual mesh is built by
connecting cell edge midpoints, cell centroids and cell face cen-
troids, such that only one node is present within each dual mesh
cell [12–14]. With this strategy, each node I of the domain mesh
is associated with a volume ΩI of the dual mesh. The bound-
ary surface of such volume is denoted by ΓI . Each edge of the
domain mesh is associated with a segment of the dual mesh inter-
face between the nodes connected to the edge. This segment is a
surface built from triangular facets, where each facet is connected
to the midpoint of the edge, a neighboring element centroid and
the centroid of an element face connected to the edge, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1 (a). The midpoint of the edge between node I
and J is denoted by xIJm , the centroid of the face with vertices I,J
and K is denoted by xIJKs and the element centroid is designated
by xc. The bold lines on the dual mesh in this figure illustrate the
boundaries between the edges in which the dual mesh segment is
associated with. For this dual mesh definition, the volume ΩI can
be viewed as being constructed in terms of a set of tetrahedra, as
illustrated for a typical interior node I in Fig. 1 (b). The sur-
face of the dual mesh cell surrounding node I is defined in terms
of the closed set of planar triangular facets ΓKI , where each facet
only touches a single edge of the domain mesh. The set of facets
matching the edge between nodes I and J is denoted by ΓIJ .
In general, the median dual approach cannot be used for the hy-
brid elements produced by merging the stretched tetrahedra gen-
erated by the advancing layers method. This is because cells cre-
ated in this way may be warped so severely that a vertex can lie
outside the corresponding median dual cell. This may occur in
regions of high curvature or at the interface between the hybrid
and isotropic meshes. To overcome this problem, the informa-
tion contained in the primal tetrahedral mesh is used to ensure
that topology of the control volume cells is valid [12, 15]. Equa-
tion (1) is applied to each cell ΩI of the dual mesh. To perform
the numerical integration of the inviscid fluxes over the surface
ΓI of this cell, a set of coefficients is calculated for each edge
using the dual mesh segment associated to the edge. The values














nent, in direction xα , of the outward unit normal vector of the
facet from the viewpoint of node I. The integral of the inviscid
flux over the surface ΓI is then approximated, using the summa-
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 1. (A) ILLUSTRATION OF THAT PART OF THE DUAL
MESH CELL SURROUNDING NODE I WITHIN A TETRAHE-
DRAL CELL. (B) ILLUSTRATION OF THE DUAL MESH CELL
SURROUNDING AN INTERNAL NODE I.






where ΛI denotes the set of nodes connected to node I by an









is a consistent numerical inviscid flux function and
qIJ = nαIJ (uα)I (6)
is the velocity in the direction of the edge connecting nodes I
and J. The solution is advanced in time to steady state using
an explicit multi-stage Runge Kutta procedure and an implicit
time stepping with biconjugate gradient stabilized solver. The
convergence is accelerated by the use of local time stepping and
by the addition of an agglomerated multigrid process.
MULTI-ZONES APPROACH FOR MULTIPLE ROTATING
FRAME METHOD (MRF)
One of the most popular methods used to simulate the ro-
tating effect is the so called Multiple Rotating Frame (MRF) in-
troduced by [7, 10]. Actually the flow for such problem is un-
steady due to the existence of fixed (volute) and rotating parts
(rotor) simultaneously in the domain. The MRF technique how-
ever, by putting the observer on the rotating axis, allows to view
the problem as steady. The observer of the rotating domain will
feel a steady state so any unsteadiness in boundaries violates the
validity of the MRF assumption [16]. Therefore the definition of
the interface which is the outer boundary of the rotating part is
very important and misplacing it may cause divergence or non
physical phenomena [17]. This approach consists of defining an
axisymmetric sub-domain containing the rotating part endowed
with a relative frame. The Euler equations are expressed in the
relative frame to simulate rotating parts (in which they are con-
sidered static), while a stationary frame is used for the rest of the
domain. A steady transfer of information is made through the
interface separating the two domains. The Euler equations in the
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where ε ijk is Levi-Civita symbol and r superscript refers to the
relative frame. ω is the angular velocity vector and x is the
Cartesian position vector of the cell, Pr e, Ur denote the aver-
aged density, pressure, total energy and velocity of the fluid in
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